
THE MARVELOUS MASON BEE 
 
 
Did you know that ONE kind of animal is responsible for making one third of ALL the food in the world?  Think about 
that.  It means one out of every three bites of food you take depends on this creature.  Would you believe that the 
same animal was here before dinosaurs?  Yes, it’s true, and there’s proof.  A humble 100-million-year-old BEE fossil 
was found inside amber just like the mosquito in the movie, Jurassic Park. Yes, the bee is responsible for much of the 
food we eat. Luckily, there are about 20,000 known species (kinds) of bees in the world, and about 3,500 live in the 
United States?  You are probably most familiar with honeybees, but they are just a small part of these numbers (less 
than 2%).  Honeybees are called social bees because they live and work together in hives.  Most of the bees in the 
world (98%), however, are called solitary bees, which means they live and work alone.  Unfortunately, honeybees 
have been troubled by destructive diseases, mites, and other pests, plus the pesticides used on them.  As a result, 
solitary bees have become extremely important.  We will be investigating one of them, the blue orchard mason bee. 
 
Your quest is to become a bee rancher.  To do that you must become familiar with the Blue Orchard mason Bee.  We 
will call it BOB.  Since it looks like a clumsy fly, you’ve probably seen them and didn’t even know they were bees.  We 
will review insect anatomy (body parts) and compare bees with flies.  After that you will learn about their interesting 
lifecycle, learn some new terms, and learn about the partnership between bees and flowers. Then we’ll have some 
fun: make bee finger puppet;  make a nesting house for BOB, and finally, go outside to track bees and the flowers 
they love, while playing the BOB BINGO scavenger hunt game. 
 
Caution: 
Although BOBs are mellow, non-aggressive, and RARELY sting, they will sting if grabbed or squeezed. Their sting is 
different from honeybees, though.  Their stinger is not barbed and is milder than a honeybee’s. Regardless, it is best 
to leave them alone.  When/if you decide to and track bees, go with an adult, look, but don’t touch them, and stay 3-
5 feet away.  Obviously, if you have bee allergies, do NOT track the bees. (Maybe somebody could go in your place and 

take pictures.)  

 

LET’S BEGIN WITH A MASON BEE FINGER PUPPET. 
Note: a pencil topper bee uses the same materials, but less of them, and a smaller pompom. 

 

Materials:  

• 2 (12 inch) Pipe Cleaners; (we will call them PC): 1 dark blue, 1 black   

• Wing options: 1 white PC or some white fabric, nylon net or tule 

• Pencil  

• Scissors 

• White glue or glue gun 

• Googly eyes or white fabric circles with a permanent marker dot in the center 

• 1 Blue or black pompom (0.7 inch/18mm) 
 

                                            Directions: 
 

         Directions continued on next page 

1. 1. Cut 2 inches 
off the blue and 
black PCs; set 
them aside. 
Twist one end 
of the long blue 
and black PCs 
together. 

2. 2. Make the body 
by holding black 
and blue PCs side 
by side, wind 
them around your 
finger so they lay 
flat in alternating 
colors. 

3. 3. Slide 
the bee 
body off 
your 
finger 
and 
squish it 

down. 
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Photos by unknown author licensed under CC BY-SA 

Head: 
eyes, antennae, 

mouth 
 

Thorax:  
wings & legs 

 
Abdomen: 
digestion 

reproduction, 
stinger & scopa 

 
6 legs 

BEES 
Eyes: large, oval, on 
side of head 
Antennae: long, thin 
4 Wings: (2 pairs), 
folds one over the 
other across the back 
when resting 
Hair: lots, almost 
fuzzy 
Pollen: scopa & entire 
body carries pollen  

FLIES 
Eyes: huge, round, 
bulging, face front 
Antennae: short, stubby, 
not very visible 
2 Wings: (1 pair) don’t 
fold over back, flare out 
Hair: might have some, 
but uneven, bristly 
Pollen: no scopa, no 
stinger, don’t carry pollen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Although our little bee is cute and fun, there’s a problem—It doesn’t 
look like a real BOB.  It has antennae, but only one body part, 2 wings 
and no legs.  That’s not very scientific.  Let’s discover what a real BOB 
looks like. But first there are some insect terms you need to know. 

 
Abdomen: the lower section of an insect body—where digestive and reproduction systems are located  
Antenna: often called feelers; used for touch, smell, taste and even a form of hearing 
Compound eyes: large eyes with thousands of lenses that help bees see all around its body (each of our eyes has 1 lens)  
Pollen: powdery substance made by the male part of a flower; usually yellow 
Scopa: (scope-a) Latin for broom; bushy hairs found on female mason bees abdomen 
Stinger: a sharp structure that can poke into skin and inject venom (Only female mason bees have stingers.) 

See CAUTION on 1st page.   
Thorax: the muscular middle section of an insect body; legs and wings are attached to it 
 

LET’S COMPARE BEES AND FLIES.  What do bees really look like? 
 

Bees are a kind of animal called an insect. All insects wear their skeletons on the outside (exoskeleton).  They all have 
3 body segments (head, thorax, abdomen), 6 legs, mouthparts, and compound eyes. Most have antennas and some 
have wings.  Although there are some differences, BOBs are sometimes confused with flies. So, let’s compare them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Wrap a 2-inch 
piece of black or blue 
PC around the 
pompom to make  
antennae. Shape 
them as shown. 

6. Glue googly or 
fabric eyes in place 
on the pompom or 
antennae and hold 
each down for 20 
seconds.   

7. 7. Glue the pompom 
with the antennae into 
the round opening at 
one end of the bee’s 
body.  Hold in place 
until dry. 

All done! 
HAVE FUN! 

C) 4a. To make a 
fabric wings: 
cut fabric 
about 3 inches 
by 3 inches; 
wrap 1-2 inch 
black or blue 
PC around the 
middle and 
attach it to the 
top of the bee. 

4. To make pipe cleaner 
wings: cut about 3 inches 
off a white PC and set the 
3 inches aside; A) wind the 
ends together to make a 
circle; B) then twist in the 
middle to make 2 loops.  C) 
Use about 1 inch of the 
remaining piece of white 
PC & twist the wing to a 
blue/black PC of the body. 

A) 

B) 
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BACKGROUND 
 

Blue orchard mason bees (BOBs) are fascinating, friendly bees.  Unlike honeybees, they live alone and work very 
hard.  That is, females work hard—they do ALL the work.  A male’s job is to mate. That’s it. He lives for about 2 weeks 
after mating.  The first job for a female is to find a place to make a nest. She wants existing holes like woodpecker or 
beetle holes in trees, also in dead wood, or hollow stems, under house siding, even nail holes.  Once she has a nest 
site, she spends all day flying from flower to flower drinking nectar (sweet liquid from inside flowers) and collecting 
pollen to eat and take back to the nest. She uses the pollen and a little nectar and saliva (spit) to make “bee bread” 
for her eggs and larvae.  Think of the nest she builds as a long, narrow, bee-sized tunnel that has a mud plug at one 
end, followed by an egg chamber with bee bread, followed by another mud wall, followed by another chamber and a 
mud wall, and so on, ending with another thick mud plug.  She is called a “mason” bee because of the mud she 
gathers and uses in the nest.   
 
 
By the time we see BOBs flying, they have already lived in the nest for nearly a year. We usually only see the last few 
weeks of their lives. During the time they spend in their individual egg chamber, BOBs go through an amazing 
complete metamorphosis.  That means they change their appearance inside and out, four times: from egg, to larva, 
to pupa, to adult. (See the life cycle diagram.)  
 
 
BOBs have lived in North America and our neighborhoods for thousands of year and have developed a partnership 
with flowering plants here.  A plant’s job and a bee’s job are the same—to survive and reproduce itself.  Plants make 
seeds; bees make baby bees.  But plants can only make seeds when its flowers are pollinated (when pollen moves 
from flower to flower), and bees must have pollen and nectar to raise their babies.  So, a beautiful partnership 
evolved. Plants evolved to be more attractive to bees by providing nectar that they need for energy. They 
also attract bees with pollen which bees eat for protein and use for bee bread.  If that weren’t enough, 
plants became very colorful, fragrant, and even provided “nectar guides,” (arrows) directing BOBs to nectar.  
BOBs fulfill their part of the partnership by being very hairy and having scopa (brush like hairs) on their 
abdomen to help move more pollen around from flower to flower.  This perfect partnership brings heaps of food and 
nutrition to our tables.  Remember, out of every three bites of food, one is a result of this bee-plant partnership! 
WHAT WOULD WE DO WITHOUT BEES?!!!! 
 
 
Think about the foods you eat every day and ask yourself if a bee is responsible for making it.  There are places in the 
world where bees have nearly disappeared, so farmers have to “hand pollinate” their fruit trees.  That means people  
move pollen from one flower to another by hand sometimes using a tiny paint brush or cotton swab.  Now imagine a 
cherry tree in bloom with thousands of flowers, and you standing on a ladder with your little paint brush moving 
pollen from one flower to another.  Seems impossible doesn’t it!  So, the next time you chomp down on an apple or 
enjoy guacamole with your chips, THANK A BEE!   
 
 
What can you do to help bees?  Give bees plenty of food, which means flowers.  Plant a bee garden in pots or in the 
ground.  Plant a variety of flowers that bloom early spring, February-June for BOBs, and into the fall for other wild 
bees. Look at this publication for plant ideas: PacificLowlandrx8.pdf (pollinator.org).  Be sure there is mud nearby for 
BOBs, or move or make mud near their nest. Make sure there is also fresh water around.  A pie pan of water with 
small rocks for bees to land on works well.  Look for non-chemical solutions to control bad pests.  Give bees a place 
to call home, like nest boxes. Finally, tell you friends and neighbors about the importance of bees. Then leave the 
bees alone to do their work.  
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AMAZING MASON BEE LIFE CYCLE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nurturing Mason Bees in Your Backyard in Western 
Oregon (oregonstate.edu)photo by Diana Reeck 

Images USDA 

After living in the nest for about 9 months, ADULTS emerge from a cocoon.  They chomp 
their way through mud and leave the nest in early spring when daytime temperatures are 

consistently about 55F (nighttime temps don’t matter). This is a male emerging from its 
nest.  Only males have the white “mustache” you can see on his face.  Males emerge first, 
mate and die within about 2 weeks.  Females emerge next.  They have a tougher life. 

Females quickly mate, search for a nesting place, collects mud, 
plugs up the end of her nesting tunnel, collects pollen and nectar, 
makes bee bread, lays an EGG on top of the bread, and then muds 
up the egg chamber.  They repeat this 8-10 times until the nest is 
full.  Then they plug that nest tunnel and search for another nest 
site and start all over again. These gals work very hard! Their life 
ends about 6 weeks after they emerge. 

Image USDA Image USDA 

After 1-2 weeks the eggs morph into worm-like LARVA, 
which eats the bee bread as it grows and grows and 
grows.  When it reaches its largest larval size, it spins a 
waterproof cocoon around itself.  The process from egg 
to cocoon takes 1-2 months. 

Image Crown Bees crownbees.com 

In midsummer the larva 
inside the cocoon morphs 
again into a white PUPA 
that looks like a waxy 
curled up bee.  

Image Crown Bees crownbees.com 

After another month, 
the pupa morphs for 
the last time and 
becomes an ADULT.  It 
stays in the cocoon, 
though, from fall to 
early spring until 
temperatures once 
again become 

consistently 55F, and 
the cycle begins again.   
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NGSS—Next Generation Science Standards touched on here 
LS1.A: Animals have both internal and external structures that serve various functions in growth, survival, behavior, and reproduction. 
LS1.B: Reproduction is essential to the continued existence of every kind of organism.  Plants and animals have unique and diverse life cycles. 
LS1.C: Food provides animals with the materials they need for body repair and growth and the energy they need to maintain body warmth and for motion. 
LS1.D: Different sense receptors are specialized for particular kinds of information, which may be then processed by the animal’s brain.  Animals are able to 
use their perceptions and memories to guide their actions. 
LS2.A:  The food of almost any kind of animal can be traced back to plants. Organisms are related in food webs.  Organisms can survive only in environments 
in which their particular needs are met. 
LS2.C: When the environment changes in ways that affect a place’s physical characteristics, temperature, or availability of resources, some organisms survive, 
some move to new locations, and some die. 
LS3.A: Many characteristics of organisms result from individuals’ interactions with the environment. 
LS3.B: The environment also affects the traits that an organism develops. 
LS4.A: Fossils provide evidence about the types of organisms that lived long ago. 
ETS1.A: Possible solutions to a problem are limited by available materials and resources. The success of a designed solution is determined by considering the 
desired features of a solution (criteria). 
ETS1.B: Research on a problem should be carried out before beginning to design a solution. Testing a solution involves investigating how well it performs. 

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9130.pdf
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9130.pdf


MAKE A HOUSE FOR BOB TO NEST IN. 
 
Materials: 

• Half gallon milk/juice carton 

• Scissors  

• Pencil  

• 25-35 pieces of 8 ½ by 11-inch copy paper (Re-using paper that is printed 
on one side is a great idea.) 

• Tape (transparent, masking)   

• Permanent markers or color crayons 

• Twigs 

• Optional: stapler instead of tape for tube ends;  printed duct tape for 
decoration and bird netting bee protection; rubber band to bind tubes 

 
Directions for paper tubes: 
1) Cut pieces of paper in half 
2) Place a pencil on the 5 ½ edge of the paper and roll the paper TIGHTLY around it.  Don’t let go. 
3) While holding the paper in place, pull the pencil out.  Don’t let go of the paper! 
4) Still holding the paper tube, put it on the table and tap down the end so paper is even. 
5) Still holding on, tape across the edge of the paper in 3 spots. Start in the middle, then top and bottom. 
6) Squish one end flat and staple it closed; or tape it closed securely covering the flat part. 
7) Make up to 70 tubes, but stop whenever you think you have enough to mostly fill the carton. 
8) Color a little on the ends a few tubes.  This helps females find THEIR nest easier among all the others.  

 
Directions for nest box: 
9) Cut off the folded end of the milk carton, so you have a nice square opening. 
10) Optional: decorate the outside with patterned duct tape. 
11) Fill the carton opening with the nesting tubes you made.  Gently tap or push them to the back of the carton. The 

empty space in the front will help keep rain from blowing in.  Bundling them loosely helps. 
12) Add sticks in between the tubes.  This helps bees identify THEIR own nest from all the others.  
13) Find a secure place to put your bee house—sunny, warm, dry, and protected from wind.  See the STEM challenge 

on the next page. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Photo directions continued on next page 
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STEM CHALLENGE 
 

Where should you put your bee house and how will you secure it?  
Here are the ideal recommendations.  Accomplish as many as you can. 

• Secure your bee house, so it doesn’t move or swing in the breeze, a 
sturdy wall or fence work well. 

• Keep it out of the rain, like under the eaves of a house or under a 
board-like roof. 

• Find a place where the 
opening is in the sun; facing 
southeast or south is best.   

• Make sure there are flowers 
in bloom within 300 feet of the 
nest (think football field).   

• If possible, dig a small hole in 
soil, add water and to create 
mud for the bee’s chamber 
making. 

• Be sure there is water nearby 
to drink. 

• Place it at eye-level so you can  
see all the bee action. 

• Protect it from birds by placing small dimension chicken wire or bird netting over the opening. 
 
 

LET THE FUN BEGIN.  
 
Watch the bees come and go from your bee house.  Take pictures.  Observe which flowers they seem to like.  Are 
flowers white, yellow, or blue? Are they flat or tube shaped? Watch for bees in mud holes or carrying mud to the 
nest.  Go to this website Mason Bees are the Super Pollinators of Spring (crownbees.com) to find out more about 
mason bees.  After you read this link, click the other mason bee links listed on the right: 4.2 through 4.6.  That should 
give you all the information you need for keeping your bees safe throughout the rest of the year. 
 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND SOME FREE MATERIAL VISIT THESE WEBSITES. 
 

▪ For a planting guide, ecoregional guides and garden tips got to Garden Cards | Pollinator.org     
▪ For answers to bee hair, wings and more questions try Ask Dr. Universe | Washington State University (wsu.edu)   
▪ For a solitary bee 17 minute documentary movie on solitary bees (caution: shows mating bees and a spider 

attacking a bee)The Solitary Bees on Vimeo 
▪ For a 10-page scientific paper on BOBs and their cousins try Megachilid Bees in the Pacific Northwest: An 

Introduction (oregonstate.edu)  
▪ Print a poster from The Power of Pollination (beefriendlytrust.org) 
▪ Print a coloring page from Bees in your backyard: Native Bee coloring page 
▪ Play a jeopardy-like game here The Pollinator Game (usda.gov) 
▪ Order a free pollinator seed packet here Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board 
▪ Adults, please read the USDA document stressing the importance of protecting bees Attractiveness of 

Agricultural Crops to Pollinating Bees for the Collection of Nectar and/or Pollen, 2015 (usda.gov) 
 
 
 
 

Blue Orchard Bee (usu.edu) 
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https://crownbees.com/super-pollinators-spring
https://www.pollinator.org/gardencards
https://askdruniverse.wsu.edu/
https://vimeo.com/129712987?utm_campaign=5370367&utm_source=affiliate&utm_channel=affiliate&cjevent=a2be74086fd411eb825c01ce0a1c0e0e&clickid=a2be74086fd411eb825c01ce0a1c0e0e
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/pnw692_0.pdf
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/pnw692_0.pdf
https://beefriendlytrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Power-of-Pollination.pdf
http://beesinyourbackyard.blogspot.com/2017/01/color.html
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_PLANTMATERIALS/publications/stpmcot12246.pdf
https://www.nwcb.wa.gov/bee-u-tify
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/OPMP/Attractiveness%20of%20Agriculture%20Crops%20to%20Pollinating%20Bees%20Report-FINAL_Web%20Version_Jan%203_2018.pdf
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/OPMP/Attractiveness%20of%20Agriculture%20Crops%20to%20Pollinating%20Bees%20Report-FINAL_Web%20Version_Jan%203_2018.pdf
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1225&context=extension_curall


Stamen = part of flower with pollen on it. 

“BOB” BINGO—SCAVENGER HUNT 
 
Head outside on the next warmish, sunny day. Cross off each item as you find it, but don’t expect to find everything all at one 
time.  You should find many of these items in your neighborhood or local parks.  For a nice road trip try the Lake Wilderness 
Arboretum in Maple Valley, or the Washington Park Arboretum, and Kubota Gardens, both in Seattle. All are excellent (free) 
places to visit.  You might also try the parks listed here: A Complete List of King County Parks, Trails & Open Space from A-Z - King County. 

 

TRY TO FIND EVERYTHING!  HAVE FUN!   
 

White flower 

 

Look inside a 
daffodil 

 

BOB (blue orchard 
mason bee)  

Mud 
 

 

Buzzing sound 

 

Stamen with pollen 
you can rub off 

 

Big leaf maple tree 
flowers (look up) 

 

A fragrant flower 

 

Black and yellow 
bee 

 

Water for bees to 
drink (puddles, 

dripping leaves…) 

 
Purple leaf plum 

flowers 

 

Blue flower 

 

Free 
Dandelion 

 

Flower with “nectar 
guides” 

 
Purple or pink flower 

 

Small round holes 
or tunnels in trees 

or dead wood

 

Flat flower 
 

 

Indian plum flower 

 

Fly 

 

Cherry blossoms 

 

Tubular flower 

 

Oregon grape flower 
 

 

Rose of any color 

 

Hazelnut catkins 

 

All images licensed under creative commons 

Note: big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) , Indian plum (Oemleria cerasiformis), Oregon grape (Mahonia spp)and 
hazelnut (Corylus cornuta) are all native trees & shrubs found in natural areas. 
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https://kingcounty.gov/services/parks-recreation/parks/parks-and-natural-lands/parksatoz.aspx


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The little blue bee picture featured throughout is from Bee Bee_Basics_North_American_Bee_ID.pdf (usda.gov) 
Math Answers:  8 bees; 7 tubes; 12,000 wing beats; ¼ mile (.25 mi); 2,625 flowers 

Acrostic Poem 

Marvelous 
Animal 
Solitary 
Osmia 
No-nonsense 
Beneficial that’s 
Essential for 
Edibles 
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Why is a flower like the letter A? 
Because a bee always comes after it 

What is the smartest insect? 
A spelling bee 

MATH FUN 
If there are 4 boy bees and 4 girl bees in a nest, 
how many bees are there in all? (add) 
 
If there are 10 tubes in a bee house and you took 
3 away, how many would be left? (subtract) 
 
A bee beats its wings 200 times a second. How 
many wing beats in a minute? (convert then multiply) 
 
A bee can travel 15 miles per hour. How far can it 
go in 1 minute? (convert then divide) 
 
Female mason bees take 15 to 35 trips to gather 
enough pollen & nectar to make bee bread for 
each egg she lays. During each trip she visits 
about 75 flowers.  How many flowers does she 
visit if she takes 35 trips and visits 75 flowers 
each trip? (multiply) (from Bees in Your Backyard Wilson & Carril). 

Fiction Book List 
Abelita: Queen of the Bees (Haworth)—Spanish/English 
Beatrice Leaves the Hive to Travel the World (Nuñez) 
Bumbelita (Haworth)—Spanish/English 
Catterfly Grows a Garden (Hammond) 
Conservation Tales: Bees (McConnell)  
Daisy’s Busy Day (Dunn) 
Emma Bee (Carlson) 
Maci Mason Bees (Lola B) 
Rusty Bumble: A Bee’s Story (Davey) 
The Happy Tree and the Bee (King) 
The Pollinators in the Case of the Flower Who Couldn’t 
Bloom (Bailes) 
The Queen Who Banished Bugs (Robinson) 

 
Note: You might be able to hear/see many books 
read aloud on YouTube.  Just search by book 
title.  Your local library will also have resources. 

Non-Fiction Book List (continued) 
Insect Pollinators (Boothroyd) 
Insects as Pollinators (Sirota) 
Learn about Bees (Castle) 
Mason Meets Mason Bee (Pape) 
Our Insect Helpers: Hunters and Pollinators (Reed) 
Plants, Pollen and Pollinators (Heddle) 
Pollen: Darwin’s 130 Year Prediction (Pattison) 
Pollinator Bee (Hall) 
Pollinators (London) 
Pollinators: Animals Helping Plants Thrive (London) 
Protect the Pollinators (Zoller) 
Save the Bees (Stahl) 
Summer’s Flight, Pollen’s Delight (Caputo) 
Thank You Bugs: Pollinators Are Our Friends (Pape) 
The Bee Book (Milner) 
The Busy Bee Pollinates (Hunter) 
The Reason for a Flower (Heller) 
The Secret Life of Bees: Meet Bees of the World (Butterfield) 
The Thing about Bees: A Love Letter (Larkin) 
What if There Were No Bees (Slade) 
What is Pollination (Kalman) 
What on Earth? (Quigley) 
What’s the Buzz? (Wilcox) 
You Wouldn’t Want to Live without Bees (Woolf) 
Bees and Other Pollinators (Einstein) 

Non-Fiction Book List 
A Thief in Pollinator Paradise (Chronicle) 
A, Bee, See: Who Are the Pollinators (Eade) 
Achoo! Why Pollen Counts (Bersani) 
Animal Pollinators (Boothroyd) 
Bea’s Bees (Pryor) 
Bees (Bassier) 
Bees are Neat (Stam) 
Bees, Bugs & Butterflies (Raskin) 
Bees: Native Pollinators (Barter) 
Beneficial Insects (Huddleston) 
Birds, Bees and Butterflies ABCs: How They Help Our Food to 
Grow (Conrad) 
Birdwatching Books for Kids: Looking at Pollinators (Breeden) 
Buzz about Bees (Winters) 
Cross Pollination (Boothroyd) 
Dee the Bee (Kearney) 
Experiment with Pollination (Higgins) 
Exploring the Worlds of Bees (Read) 
Facts about Bees (Amstutz) 
Flower Talk: How Plants Use Color to Communicate (Levine) 
Flowers Are Calling (Gray) 
Friends of the Flowers (Hill) 
Give Bees a Chance (Previn) 
I’m More Than Just a Bug (Romaniello) 
If Bees Disappeared (Olio) 

https://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/Public/SC/Bee_Basics_North_American_Bee_ID.pdf

